TEST PATTERN FOR CABLE LENGTH AND SKEW VIDEO QUALITY ADJUSTMENT

NOTE: This test pattern must be viewed in full screen mode at 100%. Be sure the display resolution matches the resolution in the box above in order to get accurate results when making adjustments. If the test pattern has been resized since opening it, press Esc, then Ctrl+L (full screen), then Ctrl + 1 (100%).

1. If the text in this instruction is unclear, or if a colored line is visible where the black stripes meet the white stripes in this image, then further General Video Quality adjustment may be needed. See the "Video Adjustment" section of the manual to make this adjustment.

2. The red, blue, and green bars in this image should be perfectly aligned. If not, use the Mode and +/- buttons or keyboard (depending on the model) to adjust the Skew.

3. If the monitor is a flat panel display, use the monitor's auto-adjust feature before continuing.

4. Adjust the brightness to a comfortable setting. (See the "Video Adjustment" section of the XTENDEX manual to adjust the brightness at the Extender).